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Editorial
Special issue: a selection of distinguished papers from the 18th
Working Conference on Reverse Engineering 2011
Reverse engineering aims at obtaining high-level representations of software systems from existing
low-level artifacts, such as binaries, source code, execution traces, and historical information.
Reverse engineering methods and technologies are the keys to develop and evolve large and
complex software systems, in particular when it comes to comprehend the design and
implementation of such systems, as well as software evolution phenomena.
The Working Conference on Reverse Engineering (WCRE) is the premium platform for presenting
and actively discussing innovative methods for reverse engineering and experiences from applying
them in academic and industrial settings. WCRE follows a discussion-oriented conference style that
is reflected in the mix of full and short research papers, industrial experience reports, workshops and
tool demonstrations, as well as in the schedule of the conference, which leaves ample time for
discussion and debate.
This special issue presents a selection of five distinguished papers from the 18th Working Conference on
Reverse Engineering. The papers were significantly extended by the authors with newmaterial and subjected
to additional rounds of revisions and reviewing. In the following, we briefly introduce these five papers.
The first paper ‘An Exploratory Study of the Evolution of Communicated Information about the
Execution of Large Software Systems’ [4] presents a case study on two large open sources and one
industrial software system, in which the authors explore the evolution of execution logs and logging
statements. The results show that these logs change at a high rate, which could lead to fragile log
processing applications. Moreover, the results show that up to 70% of these changes could have
been avoided, and the impact of 15–80% of the changes could have been minimized through the use
of more robust analysis techniques.
Focusing on improving the layout of source code, the paper ‘Automatic Segmentation of Method
Code into Meaningful Blocks: Design and Evaluation’ [5] presents and evaluates a heuristic to
automate the delineation between source code segments. The approach leverages program structure
and naming information to identify meaningful blocks of source code and separates them by vertical
spacing. The authors evaluate the approach with various programmers having different levels of
expertise. Overall, the approach receives strong positive feedback from the various programmers.
The paper ‘Predicting Dependencies Using Domain-Based Coupling’ [3] presents a novel approach
for predicting software dependencies using domain-level relationships between software components.
Because it solely relies on domain information, the approach can be used for software projects, where
the source code is not available. Furthermore, it allows non-technical domain experts to predict the
impact of software changes. The evaluation of the approach is with a large-scale enterprise system
in which the authors demonstrate how the approach can assist software maintainers in searching for
source code, database, and architectural dependencies.
The paper ‘Detecting Asynchrony and Dephase Change Patterns by Mining Software Repositories’
[2] presents Macocha, an approach using the k-nearest neighbor clustering algorithm to detect two novel
change patterns in the history of software projects. The first change pattern is the macro editorialco-
changes denoting a set of source files that change together within a large time interval. The second
change pattern is the dephase macro co-changes denoting macro co-changes that always happen with
the same shifts in time. The evaluation with the data from seven open source projects shows that
macro co-changes can help explain software evolution phenomena and reduce maintenance costs.
Finally, the paper ‘Comparing Text-Based and Dependence-Based Approaches for Determining the
Origins of Bugs’ [1] presents a study with three open source systems to investigate the effectiveness of
existing approaches to determine the origin of bugs. The results show that the text-based approach is
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more likely to identify the correct origin than the dependence-based approach but at the cost of reduced
precision. On the basis of the results, a number of improvements are explored to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of both approaches.
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